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Welcome to the Spring Newsletter for Coppett Hill Common Trust. In this
issue we cover the winter work party review, the dew pond project, grazing
project, original and new agreements and a brief history of the Hill.
This has been the wettest winter on record according to the MET Office,
which has caused problems for many people around the country including
the Trust.
Still, however much the weather tried to dampen our spirits we managed to
carry on with the annual work party season. So I would like to say a huge
THANK YOU to everyone who turned out for all the work parties, and for
their energy and enthusiasm in carrying them out. We seem to have
managed to do everything on our list and more, and had a record turn out,
with an amazing 400 man hours spent working on our tasks this winter.

This year we tried a different format with the work parties moving them from
a Friday to a Saturday. This proved a big success with a record turn out and
very positive feedback – which is always good to hear! It also allowed
younger members to attend and families which was very nice to see.

WORK PARTIES WINTER 2013/14
As usual we continued with our war on sycamore (a non-native tree) in the
area above Mainoaks, but this time with a definite aim of clearing a chosen
area for replanting.
Next year we plan to replant this area with a mixture of native broad leaved
trees.
We also experimented with pollarding Hazels by cutting them back to just
above deer grazing height to see how they regenerate. We are using this
method as standard coppicing has not been successful due to the deer biting
off the new shoots. We hope this method will give the hazel a head start so
that we can coppice the trees without the deer joining in.
In November we again welcomed the input and support of Hereford Nature
Trust and their volunteers in clearing, raking and strimming the Limekilns and
the area above the Trig Point, while our own brush cutter team worked on
clearing the paths below the
Courtfield Road.
After Christmas we had a
productive
work
party
replanting 50 young hazel trees
in the coppice area where a
qualified contractor, Joe Rose,
had prepared the site for us. It
is good to see the other side of
the coin and be reinstating
something
rather
than
continually
removing it!
February brought what is now our annual butterfly habitat work party with
Butterfly Conservation and Hereford Nature Trust returning again. We
continued with our rotation of coppicing bracken, altered again
experimentally to a 4 year cycle. The aim is to encourage violets for the rare
Pearl Bordered Fritillaries.

There seemed to be a lot more violets in evidence so we hope that this will
follow through with a successful season for the butterflies and there will be a
butterfly count in May.

FUNDING AND AGREEMENTS
Last year we were successful in signing two agreements securing
funding for 5 years on the woodland and 10 years on the open areas.
Funding for the hill comes from two main sources: the Woodland Grant
Scheme (WGS) and the new Higher Level Stewardship Scheme (HLS).
These schemes are focused on enhancing flora and fauna, improving
species habitat and increasing biodiversity of which the butterfly work party is
a prime example.
Since both the grant schemes are aimed at encouraging the biodiversity of
the hill and improving the flora and fauna they directly relate back to the
original agreement when the Hill was set up nearly 30 years ago. Where the
main aim was to “Conserve and enhance the natural beauty and amenity of
the managed land as a valued landscape feature.”
This fundamental aim was carried through in all subsequent agreements
including the agreement to set up the local nature reserve and it is important
to note that the new grants relate back to and underline this original
fundamental philosophy. As the original founding fathers of the hill summed
it up beautifully the aim was “To safeguard Coppett Hill and its wildlife for
future generations to come .”

GRANT SCHEMES
The WGS covers the wooded areas which are about 2/3rds of the hill and the
main aim is to maintain the broad leaf woodland, grants are paid to reinstate
native deciduous trees in place of the Douglas Fir. We also get, within this
grant, money to help manage the grassy areas in the woodland in particular
the lime kilns area for butterflies, reptiles, and other flora and fauna.
The HLS scheme is new to the Trust and replaces the Countryside
Stewardship Scheme. It covers the open grassy area of the hill, about 1/3rd
of the area of the hill - this again is more targeted as can be seen by the
butterfly work carried out by the February work party. We also hope to
expand and improve the open area on the top of the hill to encourage
wildflowers and grasses and provide a mosaic of habitats to help sustain
birds, butterflies and reptiles.

BAT TALK
In one of the original agreements it also states that the Trust aims “to
develop a greater knowledge of habitats and species on the hill” and we did
this with the Trust’s Bat Talk in November.
As part of the HLS agreement we have a grant for bat boxes so in order to
inform ourselves and others we engaged the services of a bat expert to
come and give us a talk about the bats of the Lower Wye Valley. This was a
great success, with an attendance of 48 people turning out on a cold
winter’s night in November! We learned a lot, it proved very interesting and
we hope to do more of this kind of thing in the future.

GRAZING
If you have been up the hill in the last 6 months you may have noticed some
signs on the hill stating that the Trust is hoping to reintroduce some
controlled grazing as a special project to improve and enhance the
biodiversity, control the tufted and rank grasses whilst encouraging
wildflowers and a wider range
of grasses. Feedback about
this so far has been positive.
The bracken rolling has
reduced and weakened some
of the bracken, allowing
grasses and brambles to grow.
These subsequently need
some control either by grazing
or mowing to prevent them
becoming too rank or brambly.
We will see what happens and
monitor it carefully. Areas that
can’t be grazed may be mowed
in the future. The aim is to keep and increase the open area on the hill but
with a wider variety of plants eg nectar producing plants for butterflies.
We will survey this area for flora before and after grazing.

AND FINALLY
We welcome Tracey Lafford to the Board of Directors. She is well known in
the Village being involved with the school and church and brings a new
generation to the Trust with her young family.
Thank you, once again to everyone who has supported the Trust and helped
maintain this unique place over the last twelve months.
Martin Rowberry, Chairman, Coppett Hill Common Trust, March 2014

NEW PROJECT FOR COPPETT HILL COMMON TRUST – DEW
POND RESTORATION
The Trust is working on a new project to rediscover and reinstate the Dew
Ponds on the top of Coppett Hill and has just received permission to
investigate and pursue the project further.
The ponds are the
only water source
on the top of the
hill and the plan is
to put them back to
a condition where
naturally
replenished water
can be retained
throughout
the
year for the benefit
of
wildlife.
For
Director
John
Edwards this is a
special project as
he grew up on the
hill and remembers
them from childhood. He recalls “I have some local knowledge of the use of
these dew ponds as a source of water, going back nearly a century. My great
grandmother, Agnes Barnes, was the last tenant of The Folly (properly
known as Cooks Folly) and in the 1919 auction catalogue for Goodrich
Manor it describes the old cottage as let to Mrs Barnes for 5s per annum. My
family lived further down Coppett Hill but cultivated potatoes in The Folly
garden.”
“My late father often told me how he would go there with his grandfather and
how they would get water for the garden from the ponds, there being no
other water supply on top of Coppett Hill. He was always adamant that his
grandfather had shown him eels in one of the ponds and that the ponds held
water throughout even the summer months.”
“Since the Trust’s management programme very specifically seeks to
encourage the biodiversity of the Hill, and to improve its flora and fauna.
Improving species habitats is the key objective of the volunteer work parties
we run throughout the year. So the reintroduction of a water source on the
top of the Hill is seen as a major benefit. We have received support from the
Forestry Commission, Natural England and our volunteers.”

“Nigel Hand, a wildlife expert with experience in restoring ponds in the county
has also been assisting us in developing our proposals and has visited the
ponds site twice to give us his advice on how we should proceed. We will be
benefiting from Nigel’s expertise during the works phase. We will look at
what work is needed and present plans at the autumn Trust AGM for
shareholders to have a look at and discuss.”

TRAINING UPDATE
The chainsaw group have just completed a refresher course which
covers our needs for the next few years.
Meanwhile, two people have just started a Dormouse course - which means
when they have qualified they will be able to help monitor and record the
Dormice on the hill.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF HOW THE COMMON WAS SAVED
You may be familiar with the distinctive shape of Coppett Hill. As a landmark
it is visible for miles around with its rocks, bracken covered slopes,
woodland, and open area, as well as being part of the famous Symonds Yat
View. But you may not know how close the hill came to being lost and the
story of how the hill was saved for future generations by a dedicated group
of villagers from the Parish of Goodrich and Welsh Bicknor.
In 1985 Coppett Hill was advertised for sale, with only the Commoners
Rights attached to some of the cottages on the hill. Although people
thought they had rights to walk on the common there were no legal rights of
access and the old footpaths had not been dedicated – in this situation
elsewhere in Britain private owners had succeeded in extinguishing
Commoners Rights, refusing access and developing commons. The threat
was clear and the village was quick to act. If the village wanted to keep
Coppett Hill as common land for this and future generations to come then
the villagers would have to act quickly and buy it themselves.
So Coppett Hill Common Trust was formed and 70 people from Goodrich
became shareholders in a non-profit making company which aimed to
conserve the land and wildlife, give the village control over its management,
prohibit development and provide access.
These first shareholders raised half the purchase price of £30,000 and
became the owners of Coppett Hill in 1986. Goodrich and Welsh Bicknor
Parish Council and Hereford and Worcester Council both also contributed
£10,000. The Shareholders elect three directors each year. Only residents
or property owners in Goodrich and Welsh Bicknor are eligible to buy
shares. No one may have more than five and each share carries one vote.
Shares cost £100 - a price fixed in 1985.
There are now 106 shareholders and the hill is the largest local nature
reserve in Herefordshire at 250 acres and forms part of the Iconic view
of the Wye Valley from the Symonds Yat viewpoint. It attained nature
reserve status in 2000.
Shareholders come and go but the shares are transferable, and indeed this
is seen as an advantage to new homeowners and in many cases has
become an integral part of the house details upon sale.
The current management works hard to retain the original philosophy
of the founding fathers of the hill “to safeguard Coppett Hill and its
wildlife for future generations to come.”
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SUMMER WORK PARTIES contact J Edwards 01600 890071
May 21st 10 am Path Clearance on Soldiers Path Meet at the Triangle
June 22nd Bracken Bash 10 am Meet at the Folly.
SUMMER WILDLIFE EVENTS As these are weather /wildlife dependent
register your interest and then receive an e mail to tell you what’s
happening and when, contact M Rowberry on 01600 890075
Wildflower identification - Come and see what’s growing and learn to
distinguish a Harebell from a Heather and more
August/September Bat Evening with Hereford Bat Group. See what’s
flying beside the river with a demonstration of a bat detector
.

